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Current regulation of changes in company structure /
corporate arrangements or transactions

‒ Chapters 16-20 of the Finnish Companies Act (the "FCA")
‒ Based on a traditional (Nordic), casuistic model

‒ Specific provisions on legal merger, demerger, dissolution (voluntary solvent liquidation), change of business form
(transformation into another type of legal entity) and squeeze-out/sell-out

‒ Most typical corporate arrangements not specifically regulated in the FCA
˃ Sales of shares or assets
˃ Share-for-share exchanges and transfers of business against share consideration (i.e. spin-offs into subsidiaries) treated as

issuances of shares against contribution in kind
˃ Spin-offs through distributing assets to shareholders regulated as dividend in kind / return of invested equity

‒ Reform of the FCA in 2006 aimed principally at streamlining processes for corporate arrangements and making the law
easier to read
˃ Acceptance of transformation of companies into other corporate forms (co-operatives and partnerships) was the primary

innovation
˃ Reforms of other parts of the FCA such as non-par value shares de facto increased flexibility of corporate arrangements
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Problems of current legislation

‒ Insufficient flexibility (principal theme of today)
‒ Length of the processes

‒ Mandatory creditor protection mechanisms take several months

‒ Creditor protection mechanism through public notice to all creditors individually
‒ Does not work in theory but so far has worked in practice
‒ Increased use of bond financing and sophisticated group lending structures put pressure on current model
‒ It is even unclear what qualifies as "debt" for the purposes of the FCA

‒ Taxation (income taxation of company and shareholders, treatment of loss-carryforwards, transfer taxation)
‒ Accounting issues (Finnish GAAP, IFRS)
‒ Restructuring of ownership and assets through corporate law almost completely separate from restructuring

of debt through insolvency law (Laki yrityksen saneerauksesta / Restructuring of Enterprises Act)
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Current development plans

‒ Memorandum of the Ministry of Justice on needs to amend the FCA Spring 2016
‒ Consultation of various experts and interest groups during summer 2016
‒ The Finnish Corporate Law Association also wrote its opinion on the memorandum

‒ The memorandum discusses e.g. the following topics:
‒ Development of statutory creditor protection mechanism (public notice to creditors in decrease of share capital, merger,

demerger and change of corporate form) (p. 32)
˃ E.g. through allowing the Finnish Patent and Register Office settle clear cases
˃ Also discussion of material removal of creditor right to oppose in certain situationsà risk of actually decreasing creditor

protection

‒ Mention of simplification of corporate arrangements, introduction of Schemes of Arrangement (p. 32-33)
‒ Mention of simplification of voluntary dissolution of a private company (p. 33)
‒ Mention of need to amend relation of companies and bondholders (mandatory conversion of bonds into shares) (p. 15)
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Possible solutions for the future

‒ Implementation of schemes of arrangement or similar ultra-flexible regulation regime
‒ Replacement of casuistic regulation by a flexible general regulation of corporate arrangements
‒ Retention of current model with piecemeal improvements
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Flexible general regulation of changes of company
structure – some ideas
‒ Provision of a toolkit for companies to construct their own corporate arrangement.
‒ Palette of options:

‒ Who decides: individual shareholders (as in share-for-share exchanges) / General Meeting (as in merger)
/ Board (as in asset sale)

‒ Creditor protection: requirement of individual creditor consent (as in spin-offs) / Public notice to
creditors (as in merger) / joint liability of participating companies for debts (as in demergers)

‒ Property law considerations: sale/transfer of ownership to corporate assets (as in spin-offs and share-for
share exchanges) / "universal succession" (as in merger and demerger)

‒ Companies could pick and choose from above (with limits)
‒ Some limitations would have to be made (e.g. many alternatives should not be allowed with only Board

resolutions)
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Flexible general regulation of corporate arrangements–
some ideas (cont'd)
‒ Combination with or at least coordination of regulation of debt restructuring

‒ At least clarification and systematization of terminology used

‒ This would allow e.g. spin-off of a division into a subsidiary without requiring individual consent
of all shareholders if a public notice to creditors could be used instead
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Challenges in making the law more flexible

‒ General challenges of introducing schemes of arrangement
‒ Implementing a legal transplant from a differing legal culture
‒ Finding a suitable supervisory authority

‒ Harmonization of tax laws
‒ Novel arrangements have often faced hostile reception from legislator of tax laws and tax administration

(e.g. triangular mergers, transformation of companies into non-company form, demerger into a
subsidiary)

‒ New regulation should ensure that e.g. that a "merger" as defined in tax laws can still be carried outà
defining a restructuring with certain characteristics as a "merger" etc. likely to help
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Challenges in making the law more flexible (cont'd)

‒ Cross-border arrangements
‒ 1. harmonization of a more flexible domestic regulation with EU rules and EU cross-border arrangements

(especially cross-border legal merger)
‒ 2. ensuring that Finnish companies can participate in restructuring measures governed by foreign law

(e.g. acquiring US corporations in a US triangular merger with Finnish parent shares as consideration)

‒ Need for transitional provisions
‒ E.g. most shareholders' agreements (unless drafted by US lawyers) do not provide for novel

arrangements à new possibilities should not be used to circumvent currently existing arrangements
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